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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________       

 

                       FIBONACCI “SEQUENCE!” 

                     (41/53 = 78/28-29 = 72/28)  

Here, we shall together witness the miraculous Fibonacci “Numbers” in the                                   

Quran-Testament, as they have thus Most-Expertly and Most-Proficiently been placed again                     

by Almighty therein beforehand, and thereafter have thus correspondingly been                               

gathered together and perfectly been coded again under number “19,” on both sides,                                        

by Him again, herein. 

Thus, the Most-Wise Almighty, by having superbly planned --even before the foundation                  

of the world-- and thereafter, by generously bestowing upon us again herein now                                  

this excellent “golden Miracle,” using again those exactly same, simple and straightforward 

principles that are absolutely intrinsic and fundamental within His most singular and 

spectacular 19 code & system (please, certainly remember again The Quran-Testament 

74/26-31 in this regard), which we have already together comprehensively and clearly 

witnessed in all of our previous documents, will finally also be reminding us again                      

with these very critical and important Messages, in the end, herein, thus: 

====================              

53- So We will now show them Our “Signs” (=Aayatenaa; this is a most specific term herein thus 

especially also referring again to His 19 coded --based on these Fibonacci “Numbers”-- magnificent Planning 

herein, as a separate “Commemoration/Dhekr,” and therefore also as an individual “Sign/Aayat” again  

thus herein; 36/46 = 21/2 = 74/26-31) also in the horizons then, and also in their own bodies,                                    

until it thus becomes manifest to them that absolutely this is the Truth! …                                                            

(The Quran-Testament 41/53) 

28- But they (those disbelievers) have still rejected now Our “Signs” (=Aayatenaa; ……)                              

with an utter rejection!                                                                                                                                            

29- But every wanted-thing, We have thus precisely counted it (=ahsaynahu) --as/within--                

a Written-Record!                                                                                                                                                     

(The Quran-Testament 78/28-29) 

28- and He has thus counted (=ahsaa) every wanted-thing --with/in-- “Number” (=adadan)!                

(The Quran-Testament 72/28)         

==================== 
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So now, first of all, let us together remember and clearly recognize herein this unique                  

Fibonacci Sequence, as follows: 

0    1    1    2    3    5    8    13    21    34    55    …  

As we clearly see now, after we have started with those first two basic numbers (=0   1   ..),                    

every following number is thus to be the sum of preceding two numbers thereafter; 

So, our third number is: 0+1 = 1                           

then our fourth number is: 1+1 = 2           

then our fifth number is: 1+2 = 3           

then our sixth number is: 2+3 = 5 

and this goes on thus indefinitely under this simple and straightforward principle above.                  

Because that Italian mathematician Fibonacci first introduced this unique Sequence to 

Europe in 1202, hence it is called as “Fibonacci Sequence” to this day. 

So now let us together also see this unique Fibonacci Numbers a little bit further down, and 

thus together witness a very surprising and wonderfully “great Miracle” on our way now 

herein, thus: 

 

0    1    1    2    3    5    8    13    21    34    55    89    144    233    377    610    987    1597    

“2584”    4181    6765    10946    17711    28657    46368    75025    121393                             

196418    317811    514229    832040    1346269    2178309    3524578    5702887     

9227465    “14930352”    24157817    39088169    63245986    102334155     

165580141    267914296    433494437    701408733    1134903170    1836311903     

2971215073    4807526976    7778742049    12586269025    20365011074     

32951280099    53316291173    “86267571272”    139583862445    …………………  

 

So we should definitely see and clearly notice now: 
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the very first 19th number above (=2584) is thus also an exact multiple of 19 herein:                           

2584 = 19x…             

and if we add up then this first set of 19 numbers therein, the total sum will thus also be             

an exact multiple of 19 again: 19x… 

And then if we start now from this (=2584) as our very first/initial number therein, and 

thus continue on our way, 

the second 19th number above (=14930352) is thus also an exact multiple of 19 herein 

again: 14930352 = 19x…            

and if we add up then this second set of 19 numbers therein, the total sum will thus also be 

an exact multiple of 19 again: 19x…   

And then if we start now from this (=14930352) as our very first/initial number therein, 

and thus continue on our way, 

the third 19th number above (=86267571272) is thus also an exact multiple of 19 herein 

again: 86267571272 = 19x…            

and if we add up then this third set of 19 numbers therein, the total sum will thus also be 

an exact multiple of 19 again: 19x…   

So this absolutely miraculous property thus goes on indefinitely, as long as this unique 

Fibonacci Sequence goes on indefinitely, under Almighty’s will!                                                                                   

So therefore, we may thus clearly understand that this unique Fibonacci Sequence is not 

man made, but it is thus definitely a “19” crowned “heavenly Sequence,” therefore thus 

perfectly been chosen and implemented by Almighty, from the very beginning, in many 

phenomena in Universe (like within spirals of galaxies), in Nature (like within flowers of 

many plants), in animal and Human bodies (like within designs of their DNA) --within 

perfect Symmetry, and exact Calculations-- in accordance with His profound promise                       

in the Quran-Testament thus from the very beginning, and herein now! (So please, certainly 

see again the Quran-Testament 41/53 = 51/49 = 74/30-31 herein firstly, in this regard.)                                                                                                          

But of course, we should, first of all, definitely also notice and know herein that this 

miraculous unique property we have thus witnessed above on this special number “19”                 

are also imitable then with some other ordinary numbers such as 11, or 29, or 31 etc. 

therein. So now how can we really know and understand that Almighty has thus    

specifically chosen and implemented this unique Fibonacci Sequence in Universe, in 

Nature, in DNA, etc., from the very beginning, only and specifically because of its absolutely 

miraculous property on this special number “19” above, and not the others? 
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The first solid answer to this question should be: Then Almighty will definitely use this 

Fibonacci Sequence within a 19 coded, magnificent Planning herein in His Word, first of 

all, in order to thus definitely make all humanity know that He has, of course, been well 

aware of this absolutely miraculous property of this Fibonacci Sequence on this special 

number “19” --even long before the foundation of the world!                                                                        

So by having thus already Most Wisely & Most Expertly established this Fibonacci Sequence 

herein in His 19 coded, magnificent Planning (as we shall together clearly witness it                         

in the next pages), He Himself has already thus chosen and created this Fibonacci Sequence, 

--of course, thus also even long before Fibonacci was born in 1170 on this earth!                                       

The second solid answer to this question should be: Although there are some other 

ordinary numbers such as 11, or 29, or 31 etc. that can exhibit the same remarkable   

property as this special number “19” within this unique Fibonacci Sequence above,                                          

but then only this special number “19” can exhibit this additional most critical and most 

miraculous aspect/property herein, thus: 

If we divide now the first 19th number (=2584) with the previous number (=1597) 

therein, what we will get is: 1.6180338134 

If we divide now the second 19th number (=14930352) with the previous number 

(=9227465) therein, what we will get is: 1.61803398874 

If we divide now the third 19th number (=86267571272) with the previous number 

(=53316291173) therein, what we will get is again: 1.61803398874 

And after this, it thus continues indefinitely, giving the same result over and over again.                

So let us carefully look and clearly see now the common number in all of these three results 

above; which is thus: 1.618033                                                                                                                    

So first of all, we may now hereby clearly infer that this must be that most perfect                      

“Golden Number” in the eyes of Almighty herein, primarily; but then all other ratios which 

would comply at least with that most basic number (=1.6) above, thus also can be accepted 

herein as/within “Golden Ratio” as well in the sight of Almighty, which has already                        

thus --from the least perfect ones, to that most perfect one above-- clearly and abundantly 

been found and witnessed in many phenomena again in Universe, in Nature, in DNA, etc.                    

--mostly within perfect Symmetry, and exact Calculations-- again!  
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And we should then also definitely notice herein that this most basic number above (=1.6)                           

may also thus clearly be indicating to us thus “1” number on the left side of the dot,                            

and “6” numbers on the right side of it --(1).(6)-- thus in the first place,                                                     

which we can thereafter also exactly observe it in its ultimate and most perfect form  

herein thus: 1=(1).1=(6)2=(1)3=(8)4=(0)5=(3)6=(3)! 
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So now, let us together clearly see this 19 coded, magnificent Planning of Almighty,                         

which is thus based on this unique Fibonacci Sequence herein, again in the light of these                     

most critical and basic Verses in the Quran-Testament herein, first of all, again thus: 

====================                                                                                                                                                             

23- Al-lah has sent-down the nicest Utterance as a Written-Record herein,                         

consisting of similar --those unique “Fibonacci Numbers” herein-- in pairs/twoers 

(=mutashaabehan mathaanea)! 

** We shall completely and clearly see on the next pages in this regard those in total, 20 pairs of unique 

“Fibonacci Numbers,” as they are thus Most-Wisely and Most-Expertly placed by Almighty herein, in an exact 

and orderly manner, which thereby eventually shall give us in the end thus similar (=mutashaabehan)                         

in total, those magnificent 20 pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) of specific “Numbers” therein, thus: 

 

          0th                            0  1 114   0   0th          

          1st                   1  1 114   6   1st    

          1st              1  1 114   6   1st     

          ----              --  --     --    --   ----     

          ----              --  --     --    --   ---- 

 

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their 

hearts do soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of Al-lah!                                                        

This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of Al-lah, He guides with it whomever He wants;                  

but whomever Al-lah makes-stray (because of their own betrayal herein: 2/26-27),                  

there can be no Guide for them -thereafter!  

(The Quran-Testament 39/23)                                                                                                      

==================== 
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====================                                                                                                                                          

26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!                                          

27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!                                                                                                

       ------------------------------------             ---------------------------------------                                                                                                                             

It does not let-last,     and It does not let-stay, 

            (thereafter, it presents)                                                                                                              

-------------------------------                                                                                    

              Tables                                                                                                                                 

-------------------------------                                                                                                        

                                for the humanity.                                                                                                            

30-                    Upon it (there shall be) “19!”  

 

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those “defective” (because they are certainly thus going                          

out of the limits of the Scripture therein) thus in this respect 2 “defective” Fibonacci Numbers therein,                           

as:                                                                                                                                                                                    

                 --------------------------------------          &              -----------------------------------------                                                                  

 6765th                                   6765th                                                  

which will therefore thus inevitably be excluded & eliminated therein, rightfully, on either side,                                  

by this heavenly Uprooter (=Saqara) system; but then it shall also definitely present to us those in total,                      

20 pairs of major and intact heavenly “Numbers,” as we have seen previously, within perfect Tables 

(=Levvaahatun) then, as all of them exactly coded under number “19” therein, on both sides again, just as                  

it has again thus Wisely been pointed out in the above Verses, thereafter!  

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire, except Angels; and We did not make 

their number (=19), except as a test for the disbelievers; thus 

= the ones who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) herein may attain 

certainty, and the believers may augment belief, 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs), and the believers             

hereby shall not doubt, 
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= but the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say: 

What is it that Al-lah -really- intended by this allegory (the allegory that has already                  

been cited in the above 26-30. Verses)? Al-lah thus makes-stray (=yudellu) with it, 

whomever He wants (because of their own betrayal; 2/26), and guides (=yahdee) with it, 

whomever He wants (because of their own loyalty and sincerity; 13/27).                                                                 

And none can know the armies of your Lord, except He; and it (=that Uprooter cited                          

in the above 26-30. Verses) is not, except a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity! 

(The Quran-Testament 74/26-31) 

** We must have thus already solidly perceived the very close relation between these Verses (74/26-31)                    

and that Verse (39/23) we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords herein such as 

Commemorative (=Dhekraa), Commemoration (=Dhekr), and then guides (=yahdee), and makes-stray 

(=yudellu) thus used and emphasized in both of these specific Verses, which thereby Almighty thus                         

basically and exactly signals to us this same Golden “mathematical Planning” therefore thus within                         

the Quran-Testament! (please, also certainly see again now The Q. Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this 

regard.)                                                                                                                                                                                                                

====================       

 

So after we have thus clearly seen and remembered again these most critical and basic 

Verses in the Quran-Testament, thus openly also in this regard now, we can thereafter 

together immediately witness herein this 19 coded excellent “golden Miracle,”                          

manifestly again, now thus: 
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Starting from                             Starting from                           

the very beginning of                           the very end of                                                 

the Quran-Testament                                              the Quran-Testament       

Fibonacci Sequence             Fibonacci Sequence 

Verse Place No:                   Verse No      Chapter No     Chapter No       Verse No                       Verse Place No:   

0th                0         1         114         0    0th  

1st                 1    1        114         6    1st 

1st               1    1        114         6    1st 

2nd                 2    1        114         5    2nd 

3rd               3    1         114         4    3rd 

5th                 5    1        114         2    5th 

8th               1    2        113         4    8th    

13th              6    2        112         3    13th      

21st              14    2        110         3    21st                                                                                                            

             110         3 

34th          27    2         107         6    34th    

55th             48    2        104         3    55th 

89th           82    2        100         2    89th      

144th                         137    2           94          3    144th      

233rd                         226    2           89         11   233rd   

377th         84          3           83         12   377th     

610th                         117    4           77         5    610th   

987th         33    7           67         9    987th    
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1597th          3         12            50         10   1597th 

2584th     103         21            34         47   2584th  

4181st        50          40            17         27   4181st  

____________________    ____________________                                          

                  19x…             19x…   

 

============================================================ 

6765th           --       --              --           --    6765th     
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Starting from                             Starting from                           

the very beginning  of                           the very end of                                                 

the Quran-Testament                                              the Quran-Testament      

Fibonacci Sequence             Fibonacci Sequence 

Verse Place No:                   total G.V.      total Letter    total Letter      total G.V.                       Verse Place No:   

0th             0         0               0         0    0th  

1st         786         19             14         727   1st 

1st       786         19             14         727   1st 

2nd         581         17             20         1415   2nd 

3rd       618         12             17         1496   3rd 

5th         836         19                8         232   5th 

8th          71         3             18         1952   8th    

13th                4463         47             12         240   13th   

21st                4905         74             30         2715   21st   

34th                5954         80             13         1104   34th    

55th                        5000         69             15         847   55th                               

              5000         69 

89th                 3087         50             12         880   89th      

144th                4091         81             12         2817   144th      

233rd                5000         54             16         1964   233rd   

377th                4060         124            22         1933   377th     

610th                1784         41             12         1612   610th   

987th                8296         108            62         4691   987th    
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1597th              4252         64               21         2289   1597th 

2584th              4710         56            52         2477   2584th  

4181st               4327         70             51         5457   4181st      

____________________      ____________________                                          

                19x…               19x…   

 

============================================================ 

6765th                   -----      --              --            -----   6765th     
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First of all, we should definitely notice herein the conspicuous fact that because there is                 

no 6765th Verse in the Quran-Testament (=there are exactly “6234” numbered Verses                          

in total), we have rightfully --also again firstly, based on this most fundamental Verse                          

in this regard (=74/28), of course-- excluded, and eliminated this last Fibonacci Sequence 

Number (=6765th) on both sides, under both of our those two special Tables above.                                                                                                

But then because this last Fibonacci Sequence Number (=6765th), and that last Verse Place 

Number (=6234th) in the Quran-Testament, are thus both equally reaching the same 

(=6000) numerical level essentially above, for this reason we have then repeated the 

Chapter and Verse Number (=110  3) for/within that 21st Fibonacci Number, on the                     

right side, in our first Table; and then we have repeated the total number of Letter                             

and Gematrical Values (=5000  69) for/within that 55th Fibonacci Number, on the                           

left side, in our second Table, thus to rightfully and perfectly compensate for this,                                                      

thus in a perfect parallel manner, within these perfectly complementary two Tables above.                                                                                                                              

And so thereby herein, we should also definitely notice now, firstly: 21 + 55 = 19x…                                                                      

And secondly, we should definitely also notice then: There are twenty pairs of                 

Fibonacci Numbers in total, on each of our complementary two Tables above; so if we go to 

the (1/2=) tenth pair (=Fibonacci Number: 34th therein, on either sides) primarily now,                                  

we see that thus we have “9” pairs of Fibonacci Numbers above this middle point,                                    

and “10” pairs of Fibonacci Numbers beneath this middle point, thus in the first place;                                                                                                                 

and then now, that 55th Fibonacci Number, emphasized above, is thus the 1st one                      

among this --downward-- ten pairs, on the left side, in our second Table,                                                                                                         

and then now, that 21st Fibonacci Number, emphasized again above, is thus the 9th one                                  

among this --upward-- nine pairs, on the right side, in our first Table!                                                                                           

So thus we can clearly see and easily comprehend now this greatly meaningful and 

coherent Mathematical actions of Almighty, He has thus Most Wisely executed thus in a 

perfect complementary and parallel manner, within His perfectly complementary two  

most special Tables above.                                                                                                                                                                 

But again, there will also, of course, still be those kind of disbelievers, and the ones in 

whose hearts there is an illness --as they have thus already profoundly been described                   

and foretold by Almighty herein, in the first place (74/31)-- who will definitely again not 

like --but strongly dislike, or even hate and despise-- this great Miracle also now, herein 

most possibly by demanding that “there should have been at least two repeated elements, 

in a parallel manner, in each of those two Tables above, if this was really and perfectly  

from (a/the) God!” (please, also certainly see now the Quran-Testament 47/8-9 & 29/49 & 

34/5-6 in this regard.) 
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So Almighty now, by also Most Wisely thus having already established and well placed                 

this related most critical Verse within His Word, from the very beginning --even from 

before the foundation of the world-- will again now thus manifestly be proving to us that 

He was, of course, thus well aware of this kind of an ill and deliberate objection against                                                   

His perfect Miracles in the future; and so herein He has already thus Most Wisely                                

and Most Rightfully answered it in advance, herein thus:  

====================                                                                                                                                            

203- When you did NOT bring to them a “Sign” (=in this instance, that --purposefully 

missing-- second “14  2” for/within the primary Table; and/or that --purposefully                      

missing-- second “15  847” for/within the --perfect complementary-- secondary Table), 

they (=those disbelievers, and the ones in whose hearts there is an illness; 74/31) said:                                                                            

“Shouldn’t you have put it forward too?”  

O (Messenger of the Covenant) then you shall say to them: I am only following what is 

being pointed out to me herein from my Lord! So these are Beacons from your Lord,                         

and a Guidance (=Hudan; please, certainly remember that this “similar --Fbnc. Numbers--                       

in twoers/pairs” system has already thus been called a Guidance (=Hudaa) again                                

by Almighty before this, in the first place, upon which there would be this number 19 then, 

herein: 39/23 = 74/26-31) and a mercy for a people who shall believe!  

(The Quran-Testament 7/203)         

====================   

 

And we should also certainly remember herein that we have already clearly seen and 

witnessed also that --changing a “Sign” into place of another “Sign”-- phenomenon                                   

in the Word of Almighty, based on these most critical Verses (16/101-102) within our                 

previous very critical Documents (=Exceptional Miracle & Extra Miracle) before this,  

within a very similar context, and again a very similar, and thus absolutely amazing and 

immensely meaningful “heavenly Message” from Almighty in this regard also therein. 
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** First of all, we should certainly know herein that on our first Table above, the “Verse Place No’s”                               

are determined by adding up all the numbered Verses up until (and including) the very indicated place                

by a specific Fibonacci Number therein.                                                                                                                                               

For example, when we want to determine the “Verse Place No” within the Quran-Testament for the Fibonacci 

Number (=21st) therein --starting from the beginning of the Quran-Testament-- we immediately add up:                   

7 (the total number of Verses in Chapter 1) + 14 (the fourteen Verses from Chapter 2) = 21st (=that is thus 

Chapter No: 2, and Verse No: 14) therein. (*please, also remember that this is the exact same procedure                      

we have thus followed within (=A Miraculous Seal) before this, to determine those specific “Verse Place No’s” 

also therein.)              

And then on our second Table above, this time we put the total number of Letters, and then their total 

Gematrical Values thus before them (4905  74) in this specific Verse and Chapter No (=14  2) for/within                

the same Fibonacci Number (21st) place therein.          

** Secondly, we should also certainly know herein that when determining the total number of Letters, and 

then their total Gematrical Values of each of those above Verses, we have again counted that unique  

compound letter (=feminine “t/h”) thus basically as two letters (=“t” & “h”) first of all, and then accordingly 

and consistently counted its gematrical values as (=400 + 5) thereafter, like we have again exactly done so 

within that (=A Miraculous Seal) before this. Because again this is thus a unique compound Letter herein                     

in Arabic alphabet, which essentially thus consists of two Letters, in the first place.                                                                             

(*And here, we should also certainly know that we have never acted contradictorily, by counting it as one 

letter, and then getting its gematrical value as if two letters thereafter, or vice versa, in any of those 

magnificent 19 coded “heavenly Plannings” of our Lord, because we are thus always and consistently to act 

upon this most straightforward and most rightful basic instruction of our Most Equitable Lord in this regard 

herein: 4/82 = 18/1-2)  

** Last of all, we should also definitely remember and thus again certainly know and solidly recognize herein 

that this excellent “Golden Miracle,” we have thus clearly and manifestly witnessed in this Document,                         

has thus perfectly been planned and then revealed by Almighty now within that pure and correct Text/Script 

of the Quran-Testament (=its Arabic original: Al-Khabaru), which has thus essentially and perfectly been 

dictated and taught by Almighty to His real-prime “Messenger of the Covenant” now herein (please, certainly 

remember 98/2-3 in this regard), from the very beginning. So each and every of those hugely miraculous                 

19 coded “magnificent Plannings” of our Lord, we have thus clearly and manifestly witnessed in each of our 

previous Documents, and now this excellent “Golden Miracle,” we have thus clearly and manifestly witnessed 

in this Document, are again also thus solidly proving and all together thus firmly testifying to the heavenly 

absolute Truthfulness of  this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant”                                     

in this Final Age, thus under Almighty’s immensely great favor, and then all of His major Prophets’ 

(=primarily, Moses and Jesus and David and Muhammad herein, peace be upon all of them) wholeheartedly 

full support upon this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” in the first place.                                                                                                         

(please, certainly see again “Awesome Miracle 1 & 2” and then “A Miraculous Seal” firstly, in this regard.)      
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So let us also together see and remember herein then all the Chapters, and the total number 

of Verses of each of them first, and then the Gematrical Values of each Arabic Letter herein 

thereafter, that we may clearly check and see then the perfect accuracy of this                                    

excellent “Golden Miracle” --as presented within perfect complementary two most special 

Tables above-- herein within that Quran-Testament (=its original Arabic: Al-Khabaru) Text 

thereafter. 

 

Chapter No.       Number of Verses                     Chapter No.       Number of Verses 

1      7      26      227        

2        286        27   93    

3     200      28   88    

4     176      29   69    

5     120      30   60    

6     165      31   34    

7     206       32   30    

8     75      33   73    

9     127      34   54    

10     109      35   45                       

11    123      36   83    

12     111       37   182    

13     43      38   88    

14     52      39   75    

15     99      40   85    

16     128      41   54    

17     111       42   53    

18     110      43   89    

19     98       44   59    

20     135      45   37    

21     112      46   35    

22     78      47   38    

23     118      48   29    

24     64        49   18    

25      77             50   45 
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Chapter No.      Number of Verses                     Chapter No.      Number of Verses 

51   60       83   36    

52     49      84   25    

53     62      85   22    

54     55        86   17    

55     78        87   19     

56     96      88   26    

57     29      89   30     

58     22       90   20    

59     24      91   15    

60     13      92   21    

61     14       93   11    

62     11      94   8    

63     11        95   8    

64     18       96   19    

65     12       97   5    

66     12      98   8    

67     30      99   8    

68     52      100   11    

69     52      101   11    

70     44      102   8    

71     28      103   3    

72     28      104   9    

73     20      105   5    

74     56      106   4    

75     40      107   7    

76     31      108   3    

77     50      109   6    

78      40      110   3    

79     46      111   5    

80     42       112   4    

81     29      113   5    

82    19    114   6 
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Letter           Gematrical Value      Letter                  Gematrical Value 

Alef    1          أ      Sen    60                س                          

Ba   2          ب      Ayn    70                ع                                               

Jem    3          ج      Fa    80                ف                       

Dal    4          د      Saad    90                ص                                   

Ha    5          ه    Qaf    100               ق                                     

Vav  6          و      Ra    200               ر                        

Za  7          ز      Shen    300               ش                         

Haa  8          ح      Ta    400               ت      

Taa  9          ط      Tha    500               ث                        

Ya  10         ى    Khaa     600               خ                           

Kaf  20         ك    Zal     700               ذ                          

Lam  30         ل    Daad    800               ض                    

Mem   40         م    Zaa    900               ظ                                   

Nun  50         ن    Gayn    1000              غ    

             

 

(*Feminine Ta/Ha    5+400  ة) 
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Lastly, let us together now clearly remember and certainly see again these most critical and 

basic Verses in the Quran-Testament herein, in this regard, thus: 

====================                                                                                                                                     

49- And from every wanted-thing We have thus created as “pairs/twoers” (=zavjain),                     

that you may “take-Commemoration” (=yatadhakkaruuna/Dhekr; this is one of the                               

most basic terms in the Quran-Testament thus also essentially referring to each and all of His 19 coded                                     

magnificent Plannings, which have mainly and always thus most wonderfully been created by Almighty  

within perfect “twoers/pairs” (=zavjain) again, herein; 2/25-26 = 39/23 = 74/26-31)!                                                

(The Quran-Testament 51/49)                                                                                                                                         

53- So We will now show them Our “Signs” (=Aayatenaa; also thus essentially based on those 

perfectly created “twoers/pairs” (=zavjain) again, as it has already thus strongly been indicated and 

emphasized above) in the horizons, and also in their own bodies, until it thus becomes 

manifest to them that absolutely “This” (=His 19 coded --based on these Fibonacci “Numbers”-- 

magnificent Planning herein, which has again thus most wonderfully been created by Almighty                                 

within perfect “twoers/pairs” (=zavjain) herein; 39/23 = 74/26-31) is the Truth! …                                                                                   

(The Quran-Testament 41/53)         

==================== 

So thus we may now clearly and certainly know and absolutely recognize again that                          

all those magnificent Creations and Designs based on this unique Fibonacci Sequence, thus 

already openly and unmistakably been observed and confirmed also by all real and credible 

Scientists, within the Universe (like within spirals of major galaxies), in Nature (like within 

flowers of many plants), in animal and Human bodies (like within designs of their DNA) etc. 

--within perfect Pairs/Twoers, and exact Calculations-- has thus specifically been chosen 

and Most Wisely been implemented by Almighty, from the very beginning, because of this 

unique Fibonacci Sequence’s that definitive and strong link with this special number “19” 

(*as we have already clearly witnessed and recognized in page 2-4, that this is not an 

arbitrary Sequence, but is definitely thus a superbly “19” crowned “heavenly Sequence”),                   

that all peoples on earth may thus clearly and unmistakably see now, and immediately                     

and wholeheartedly return to this one and only true God (=AL-LAH) --the God of Abraham,             

and Moses, Jesus, David, and Muhammad-- who has thus created His marvelous Universe, 

and His marvelous Word with a superbly magnificent “Mathematical Language,” thus                               

most essentially based on this very special number “19” herein! (please, certainly see again 

the Quran-Testament 51/49 = 74/26-31 = 41/53 firstly, in this regard.)      
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers (from among 

the Jews, Christians, Arabs, all Others) herein, who --after those hugely significant two 

fundamental miraculous “Awesome” holy Plannings, as we have manifestly witnessed them 

in our first two most critical documents-- will also hearken thereafter to this seventeenth                 

most critical and miraculous “Golden” holy Planning herein, in this most anticipated               

Final Age,                                                                                                                                                       

and so thereafter shall wholeheartedly sit and also contemplate on this, and thus witness 

and personally verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for our own                      

eternal Salvation and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, certainly see again                     

The Quran-Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 in this regard.) 

 

                   Metin/Messenger of Covenant 

 

 

 

   

  


